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MOL launches Big Data trial
The trend toward enhanced condition monitoring and expanded vessel
operations communication between ship and shore is growing across
the maritime industry – with Japanese company MOL among
the latest to begin trialling Big Data technologies
apan-based Mitsui O.S.K. Lines
(MOL) is to trial a new system of
onboard data gathering and
transmission from its operated vessels to the ClassNK-owned Ship Data
Center, a new organisation which
offers consolidated management of
vessel operational data.
MOL says that it has already been
working on creating a shipboard
environment that will facilitate the
collection of ‘Big Data’ from on board
its operated vessels, which will be
relayed to shore in real time using the

J

ships’ broadband systems.
The company hopes that the analysis it will be able to perform on its
data repository will allow it to build a
new modern vessel operation support network, improving operating
safety, reducing the vessels’ environmental impact, and optimising economic management of the ships.
MOL also expects to be able to add
better training and education options
for its seafarers through better understanding of shipboard operations.
In the initial trial, the company

MOL’s model for data collection and analysis

will send the data acquired from
MOL-operated vessels to the Ship
Data Center.
As well as providing MOL with a
platform for analysis, anonymised
data will also be shared with other
connected maritime stakeholders,
such as ship suppliers, universities
and research institutes, to be used to
promote innovation throughout the
entire maritime cluster.

Big Data in shipping
This move by MOL is seen as a necessary step forward by the company,
towards a higher level of data collection and analysis to improve efficiency in operations of ships at sea, in line
with global trends and a greater
expected regulatory burden in future.
ClassNK itself has also recognised
this fact, a driving force behind the
establishment of an entirely new subsidiary at the end of 2015, in the
shape of the Ship Data Center mentioned above that will support MOL
in its trials.
This wholly owned business aims
to support the industry more generally beyond just Japan, by providing a
platform to store data gathered from
ship operations for further analysis
with the hope that this will in turn
drive operational improvement.
The Data Center, headed by
ClassNK executive vice president
Yasushi Nakamura, consists of a
secured shipping operations database
continued on page 2
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for various types of information, including
data from the ship’s voyage data recorder
and data logger.
For the moment, just like MOL,
ClassNK has not moved to full live operations with the centre, but this is expected to
happen from April 2016.
In addition to optimising ship operations and improving condition-based mon-

itoring of machinery, ClassNK hopes that
the Data Center could also be used to help
the industry overcome other challenges,
referencing in particular the entry into
force of the Monitoring, Reporting and
Verification (MRV) regulation by the
European Union.
Under the terms of this legislation, owners and operators will be required to annu-

ally monitor, report and verify fuel consumption for vessels of 5,000 gt or over
which call at any EU port.
Data collection will be required from
1 January 2018, and ClassNK says that it
aims to use its Data Center to offer a
secure and neutral database in which to
store and manage these vast amounts of
DS
fuel consumption data.

Byzantine Maritime Gas to roll out miniVSAT
www.kvh.com
Singapore-based Byzantine Maritime Gas
has agreed a deal with KVH for the provision of VSAT systems for its new fleet of
liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) carriers.
Byzantine
is
deploying
KVH’s
TracPhone V11-IP equipment, a dualmode C/Ku-band antenna system delivering data speeds up to 4 Mbps downlink
and 1 Mbps uplink on the KVH miniVSAT
Broadband service.
The company will also have access to
communications management services via
the CommBox Network Manager, which is
built into the below decks unit and provides least cost routing and connectionspecific firewall rules, as well as web
caching and compression.
“We chose KVH for its global coverage
and fast data speeds, which are essential
for our modern fleet to be able to operate
as efficiently as possible,” said Capt Belal
Ahmed, director of Byzantine Maritime
Gas.
“We also find it very important to have
a tool such as the myKVH portal, which
provides valuable vessel positioning, data
control, and fleet management for us.”
The myKVH web portal includes tools

One Net appointed
as global Inmarsat
L-band partner

to configure the onboard network, monitor
vessel positioning, obtain vessel data
usage status, and allocate data usage to
individual users or tasks onboard.
“We are thrilled that Byzantine Maritime
Gas has chosen KVH’s leading mini-VSAT
Broadband service for its connectivity
needs,” said Vivian Quenet, KVH vice president of sales for the Asia-Pacific region.
“Byzantine sets a high standard with its
advanced fleet and its dedication to safe
and efficient operations, and we are happy
to contribute to their success by providing
an entire suite of hardware, connectivity,
and services.”
In related news, KVH has also
announced that it has recently passed the
milestone of shipping its 200,000th mobile
satellite antenna, including its TracPhone
line of maritime satellite communications
systems and TracVision range of television
receive-only antennas.
“We are tremendously proud to have
surpassed the 200,000 antenna milestone
and see it as a testament to our innovation
and our pioneering efforts in bringing a
new generation of connectivity and entertainment solutions to mobile users,” said
Martin Kits van Heyningen, KVH’s chief
executive officer.

One Net has been appointed as a global
partner for Inmarsat’s L-band portfolio in
the maritime sector, the companies report.
As well as Inmarsat’s flagship L-band
product FleetBroadband, the deal also covers offerings such as the IsatHub and
IsatPhone.
“Our new partnership with One Net
represents the ongoing commitment
between our two organisations to provide
best-in-class solutions across the maritime
market and provides an opportunity for us
to expand our footprint in critical regions
across the globe,” said Ronald Spithout,
president of Inmarsat Maritime.
“We’re excited to partner with One Net
to support our L-band service portfolio
and we look to continue developing our
relationship in the future with the potential to include Fleet Xpress, our latest
hybrid Ka-/L-band high-speed broadband
service.”
One Net, based in Cyprus, already has a
presence in Europe, the Middle East and
Central East Africa.

“In a world that is ever more focused on
broadband connectivity and instant access
to news and entertainment, KVH has set
the pace for providing products and services that people count on whether they are
on land or at sea.”
The company’s TracPhone series is
designed exclusively for use on KVH’s
mini-VSAT Broadband network, which
was launched in 2007, while the TracVision
line was originally launched in 1994.

KNS introduces antenna with auto
Ku/Ka-band switching
www.kns-kr.com

www.inmarsat.com
www.onenet.com.cy

Byzantine will install the v11-IP system

Korean antenna manufacturer KNS has
announced the development of a new
COTM (Communication On The Move)
antenna which it says is the first in the
industry to include a Ku/Ka dual band
automatic switching and polarization
capability.
“The key to a successful antenna is to
provide as much automatic functionality
as possible,” said Noah Chung, director
at KNS.
“We therefore included in our new
COTM antenna automatic tracking that
allowed tracking according to input

parameters, automatic collection of longitude, latitude, heading, azimuth and elevation data.”
“We even created automatic polarization switching and automatic frequency
band feed switching.”
The automatic switching feature
includes the ability to adjust from linear
180-degree Ku-band to Ka-band with a
selectable Left Hand Circular Polarization
or Right Hand Circular Polarization
(RHCP) in any combination, the company
says.
The unit also offers self-diagnosis and
monitoring features, and a satellite reacquisition time of less than five seconds.

The new KNS antenna has Ku/Ka-band automatic switching
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LR issues technical guidance for cyber ship design
www.lr.org
Lloyd’s Register’s latest guidance aims to
provide the shipping industry with a route
map to understanding the implications of
digital technology and cyber-enabled
ships, the result of consultation with
industry and academia.

The guidance examines the impact of cyber

A cyber-enabled ship will consist of
multiple, interconnected systems, LR says,
but notes that due to the rapid pace of technology
development
prescriptive
approaches to risk management are not
suitable. Instead, a ‘total systems’
approach is required taking into account
all systems on board and on shore, how
they are designed
and installed, how
they connect, and
how they will be
managed.
In its guidance LR
explains what is
meant by cyber systems and looks at
their impact on shipping. The guidance
describes six key
areas of risk that
need to be considered and addressed
in order to assure
safety and dependability:
systems,
human-systems, software, network and
systems on shipping

communications, data assurance, and
cyber-security.
The documentation also illustrates LR’s
risk-based assurance process, which culminates in system appraisal and, ultimately,
issue of approval in principle (AiP).
References are made in each section to
the relevant ISO and IEC standards and
the LR Rules that govern and guide the
requirements for ICT systems. The guidance will be supported with full ShipRight
Procedures for cyber-enabled ships.
“ICT is revolutionising shipping, ushering in a new era – an era of the cyberenabled ship. Today, leading manufacturers and ship operators want or have the
potential to innovate using the latest ICT
systems, going beyond traditional engineering to create ships with enhanced
monitoring, communication and connection capabilities – ships that can be
accessed by remote onshore services, anytime and anywhere for safety and performance benefits,” said Luis Benito, LR’s
marine marketing director.
“We are here to provide the assurance
required to develop a safe, dependable,
cyber capability in shipping.”

Buzz Marine launches latest vessel GSM broadband system
www.buzzmarine.co.uk
Buzz Marine has introduced a new multifunctional communications system for the
commercial maritime market, which provides 3G and 4G GSM broadband up to 15
miles offshore.
The new Hubba X4 Duo provides a dual
SIM facility and multi frequency options to
allow vessels to move between different
regions or providers.
The unit comes with a custom-designed
MIMO high gain, multi directional marine
specific antenna. When in a port where
shore side Wi-Fi is provided, the Hubba X4
Duo can also be configured to connect to
the local hot-spot, bypassing the mobile
SIM cards.
For vessels using VSAT for offshore use,
the system has automatic switchover which
will make the switch when the Hubba
detects a sufficient, consistent signal.

The system is now being rolled out
on 16 Dutch national lifeboat service
vessels. Fred Olsen ferries, Humboldt Ship

Management and Swire Pacific are also
existing users of Hubba X technology in
their fleet operations.

The Hubba X4 Duo

Harris CapRock
launches cybersecurity system
www.harriscaprock.com
Harris CapRock Communications has
launched SafePass Pro, a cyber security
system for proactive defense against
cyber-attacks targeting maritime, cruise
and oil and gas IT infrastructures.
The new cyber security solution
includes an Alert Logic threat monitoring
service, which provides network intrusion
monitoring and detection, as well as a vulnerability scanner. Integrated firewall protection is also included to support URL filtering, application filtering and security.

SafePass Pro aims to proactively
respond to threats
SafePass Pro customers will receive
Harris CapRock’s 24/7 monitoring and
support, network threat detection and vulnerability scanning service, with access to
the company’s own cyber security experts
to pinpoint system vulnerabilities, monitor insider threats, proactively defend the
network and respond to incidents.
These Harris experts already protect
networks that move 2 million air passengers a day and manage 150 US Department
of Defense satellites, the company says.
“Security breaches and emerging
threats to corporate networks are impacting the oil and gas market with greater
cost and frequency as offshore operations
rely more heavily on always-on communications networks,” said Tracey Haslam,
president, Harris CapRock.
“SafePass Pro offers an unparalleled
approach to cyber protection with the
added ability of working with Harris
cyber security experts committed to securing critical government networks.”

SpeedNet to enhance web browsing at sea
www.emcconnected.com
Satellite communications company EMC
has announced the launch of SpeedNet, a
new system aimed at combatting latency in
internet browsing at sea.
SpeedNet uses a proprietary intelligent
protocol to predictively fetch, compress
and push multiple layers of websites at
once to local servers.
The end result for the user is a
significantly more speedy browsing
experience, as links clicked on the website will only need to be loaded from
that local server rather than requiring
the wait time involved with sending
the request to a satellite, down to shore,

and back again.
“We have set the bar for delivering the
fastest web browsing experience possible
over satellite even before HTS is widely
available,” said Abel Avellan, CEO and
founder, EMC.
“This is another pioneering example of
how customers can have a significantly
better QOE (quality of experience) in the
world’s most remote locations.”
“No other provider has brought together high-speed Internet, live TV, streaming,
on-demand video, for remote users. This
empowers us to offer customers a seamless
branded journey for their passengers and
employees akin to their QoE in their homes
and offices.”
Digital Ship April/May 2016 page 4
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Emergency ship-to-shore connectivity
video app introduced
www.eviid.com
A new mobile video app has been developed based on the ‘eviid’ system from UK
company YRFree, designed specifically for
use in remote or hostile maritime environments via a low-bandwidth satellite link.
The app uses a smartphone’s camera
and microphone to record and stream
video and audio. Eviid automatically adds
contextual data (time, date, GPS location,
etc) to each frame like a watermark, making it impossible to alter footage or meta
data without leaving a trace. The footage is
then compressed up to 20-fold before
transmission.
The company says that, in critical situations at sea, eviid footage (live or recorded)
can provide the visual confirmation needed by authorities on shore to deploy help
quickly. It can also work as a distress signal, transmitting video of a situation automatically along with positional data either live or at the next possible opportunity.
Security personnel can also use eviid for
pre-transit reporting in evidential quality

and can immediately file the report back to
base. Footage is shared and stored securely in a controlled environment, preventing
unauthorised access or sharing (for example, the footage does not show in the
device’s photo gallery).
“Smartphones can be a powerful tool
just by virtue of being the tool you’re most
likely to have to hand when something
unexpected happens. It’s a device we carry
anyway, it’s got a great camera and it can
connect to the internet,” said John Ridd,
CEO of YRfree.
“What consumer smartphone technology has been missing is a feature that not
only allows instant two-way video communication, but which turns that captured
footage into evidence and treats it accordingly. eviid does just that.”
“In simple terms, it stamps date, GPS
location, SIM identity and time onto the
footage, puts it in a tamper-evident wrapper, compresses it and sends it to a safe
place. In an off-shore environment this
means a better, faster and fool-proof
way of capturing and sharing the facts of a
situation.”

Panasonic agrees Telesat
Ku-band capacity deal
www.telesat.com
www.panasonic.aero
Panasonic Avionics Corporation has
signed a multi-year contract with Telesat
for HTS Ku-band satellite capacity on maritime
routes
over
Europe,
the
Mediterranean, Middle East and the North
Sea, extending an existing agreement
between the companies.
In this latest agreement, Panasonic has
contracted for nearly all the high throughput satellite (HTS) Ku-band capacity covering the Mediterranean, Europe and
Middle East on Telesat’s new Telstar 12
VANTAGE.
Telstar 12 VANTAGE became fully
operational at 15 degrees West in
December 2015 and will provide
Panasonic with HTS capacity to expand its
mobile broadband offerings to maritime
markets in the Mediterranean and other
European waterways, as well as to oil and
gas operators in the North Sea.
The company will also use the Ku-band
capacity to serve aero routes from Western
Europe to the Middle East.

“Telesat is highly respected for their
ability to design innovative satellites,” said
David Bruner, vice president, global communications services at Panasonic
Avionics.
“Their cooperation in adjusting the
position of the HTS spot beams on Telstar
12 VANTAGE to meet Panasonic’s
requirements was outstanding. This further optimises the service for Panasonic
and gives us an edge in winning mobile
broadband business in the air and at sea.”
“Panasonic now has Ku-band capacity
on four Telesat satellites and, with this latest contract for nearly all the HTS Ku-band
covering the Mediterranean, Europe and
Middle East on Telstar 12 VANTAGE, we
are well positioned to expand in maritime
and energy markets across Europe.”
This new capacity deal is further evidence of Panasonic’s growing strategic
focus on the maritime sector, with the
company having recently agreed a deal
with flat panel antenna company Kymeta
to apply its antenna technology in the
development of new satcom service packages for the shipping industry.
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Korean shipyard adds citadel comm
systems to newbuilds
www.marisatcom.com
Marisatcom Satellite Communications and
its partner SeaNet report that they have
recently completed the delivery of five
ASE Iridium Comcenter Citadel systems to
South Korean shipbuilder Hyundai Mipo
Dockyard, the first tranche of a contract for
14 emergency comms packages expected
to be delivered by end of July 2016.
The ASE Iridium Comcenter Citadel
system is a hidden satellite communications unit deployed on the ship, connected
to a phone in the citadel.
The antenna is installed somewhere on
the vessel that would be inaccessible to
attackers boarding the ship, and is independent of the main ship’s communications networks so it will still function if
those other systems are disabled.
The unit includes inbuilt GPS and SMS

Digital Ship April/May 2016 page 6

capabilities, to be used to provide emergency services with updated information
as required.

The antenna is installed out of sight
on the ship
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Antarctic cruiser deploys Fleet Xpress
www.inmarsat.com

The new standard
in maritime
communications
Fleet Xpress

Inmarsat has announced that it has completed a successful trial and subsequent
commercial order for its Fleet Xpress service in Antarctic waters on board the adventure cruise ship Ocean Nova, in conjunction with its partners Global Marine
Networks and Network Innovations.
The 1992-built ice class Ocean Nova is
owned by Nova Cruising Ltd and operated by Nova Logistics, a polar expedition
specialist. Fleet Xpress is the hybrid Kaand L-band service using Inmarsat’s
Global Xpress network.
“Our customers rely on us to provide
cutting-edge satellite services,” said Dr
Luis Soltero, chief technology officer of
Global Marine Networks.
“Fleet Xpress delivered on its promise
of high-speed seamless mobile broadband
service in one of the world’s most difficult
areas for most satellite systems. Antarctica

requires low-horizon satellite views
through heavy cloud cover and precipitation. Fleet Xpress successfully overcame
these conditions.”
Network Innovations, one of Inmarsat’s
first value-added resellers of Fleet Xpress,
was supported by Global Marine
Networks and the crew of the Ocean Nova
in deploying the system, which uses a
Cobham SAILOR 100GX antenna.
“This trial marks another important
milestone for the launch of Fleet Xpress. By
testing Fleet Xpress in such harsh conditions we are pushing the boundaries of
what we can offer,” said Ronald Spithout,
president of Inmarsat Maritime.
“Fleet Xpress is set to redefine maritime
communications and will transform the
way vessels are managed and optimised
throughout the globe. We are thrilled that
Nova Cruising Ltd have chosen to rely on
and invest in Fleet Xpress with a commercial order for the rest of their fleet.”

The powerful new maritime satellite
service from Inmarsat, delivering
greater bandwidth, seamless
mobility and outstanding reliability,
wherever you operate in the world.

Ocean Nova is one of the first maritime customers for Fleet Xpress

Marlink brand expands to cover Airbus
Defence and Space activities
www.marlink.com

CONTINUOUS
CONNECTIVITY

GUARANTEED
PERFORMANCE

CONTROLLED
COSTS

FULLY MANAGED
BUSINESS
SERVICE
APPLICATIONS

Powering global connectivity
inmarsat.com/gxfx

The commercial satellite communication
division of Airbus Defence and Space,
which is in the process of being sold to
Apax Partners, is being re-branded, taking
on the Marlink name to cover both indirect
and direct sales
in the future.
Marlink was
already used as
the brand for
direct sales to
maritime
end
users, with indirect sales via
partners falling under the Airbus Defence
and Space umbrella. From now on both
sets of activities will use a common identity, the company said.
The rebranding will also involve a
colour change, from Marlink’s traditional
blue to a red colour reminiscent of the
Digital Ship April/May 2016 page 8

colouring used in the company’s previous
Vizada logo, the name used when Apax
sold the business to Airbus in 2011.
“We are renewing as Marlink at a very
exciting time in our industry. Marlink will
create value for our customers and partners by interconnecting the world to their
remote businesses. Marlink will
leverage
our
decades of experience to continue
developing cutting-edge digital
communication
solutions both inhouse and with our extensive, long-term
satellite industry partners,” said Erik
Ceuppens, CEO of the new Marlink.
“Our portfolio will be delivered to maritime and enterprise users directly, as well
as through our well-established global distribution channel.”
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IoT to boost beer freshness in shipping
United a better understanding of the shipment’s journey to assist in optimising its
supply chain. The system is now being
The Internet of Things is finally being put
installed in all of B. United’s tank containto practical use in the maritime industry,
ers, each with four temperature-controlled
with Globalstar announcing that its STX3
compartments. The deployment will be
chipset is to form the basis for the first
completed by spring 2016.
Internet of Things (IoT) system for moni“After a journey of ten days
toring craft beer while it is
from Europe or four weeks
shipped around the world.
from Japan, the taste of craft
US beer distributor, B.
beers can change. On arrival in
United International, is deploythe US, we review the data
ing satellite-enabled sensor
from Ovinto and analyse samtechnology from Ovinto to
ples in our lab to determine the
monitor the location, temperabest way for putting it in
ture and pressure of hundreds
kegs,” said Matthias Neidhart,
of beer, cider and mead brands
founder, B. United.
as they are shipped in tank con“The reliability and affordtainers from breweries around
ability of Globalstar’s satellite
the world.
technology makes it possible
The data will be transmitted
for us to access and publish
over Globalstar’s satellite comdata from the transporting
munications network to B.
ships even when they are in
United, providing real-time
the middle of the ocean.”
details about the status of beer
“Thanks to this first
in each container, even when it
The new system will allow for remote monitoring of shipboard tanks ‘Internet of Beer’ technology,
is in transit across the ocean.
our customers and partner
B. United says it will publish
An initial trial of the system was breweries can see with their own eyes that
live satellite data about each tank container of beer as part of its commitment to launched in October 2015, with the tech- the assumed trade-off between quality,
transparency in the distribution process of nology fitted on a 14,000-litre tank full of freshness, cost, waste and distance can be
its brews, allowing partners to monitor the beer to monitor the temperature, pressure eliminated. This new paradigm allows us
to give all our customers brews of highest
and location.
quality of the product en route.
This trial was reportedly a success, flavour and aroma complexity with
Unlike commercial beers, craft beers
very often use complex yeast strains and resulting in zero waste and giving B. absolutely no compromise.”
www.globalstar.com

are difficult to transport because natural
re-fermentation can increase the CO2 level
and turn the beer to foam. By shipping
beer in tank containers with remote temperature controls, B. United believes it
can maintain quality while also reducing
its costs.

Inmarsat joins IoT
standards group
www.inmarsat.com
Inmarsat has joined the LoRa Alliance, a
group dedicated to developing a global
standard for the Internet of Things (IoT),
and says it will provide the LoRa ecosystem with satellite connectivity to enable
the deployment of solutions.
The LoRa Alliance is a non-profit organisation founded in 2015 by stakeholders
across the IoT and machine-to-machine
(M2M) industries, with the goal of standardising the Low Power Wide Area
Networks (LPWAN) being deployed
worldwide to enable IoT, M2M, smart city
and industrial applications.
The members of the Alliance aim to
guarantee interoperability between operators by making LoRaWAN the open global
standard for IoT applications.
“Joining the LoRa Alliance is a natural
fit for Inmarsat,” said Greg Ewert, president, enterprise, Inmarsat.
“Our portfolio of M2M services, powered by our global network, have long
been used to extend the reach of our customers’ M2M networks in a number of
vertical markets, powering the Internet of
Everywhere for solutions worldwide.”
“We hope that our expertise will be a
valuable addition to the LoRa Alliance,
and we are pleased to champion a global
standard for IoT connectivity.”

Is Comtech
Onboard?
Service providers and end users globally rely
on our ground equipment to support a variety of
applications for the oil & gas, cruise and cargo
sectors. From VSAT networking platforms,
satellite modems and integrated network and
bandwidth management to rugged frequency
converters and amplifiers, our solution suite
features a unique blend of horsepower, efficiency
and intelligence.
With Comtech onboard, you can meet your
customers’ increasing throughput demands,
improve quality of experience, and prepare for
the future.
Contact us today. We are ready to evaluate
your network configuration and traffic mix to
determine how our latest innovations can benefit
your upcoming satcom infrastructure projects.

+1.480.333.2200
sales@comtechefdata.com
www.comtechefdata.com
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Swedish tanker companies sign with Sea IT
www.seait.se
Swedish company Sea IT has recently
signed new technology services deals with
three shipping companies in its home
country, with Veritas Tankers, Ektank and
Donsötank all signing with the provider on
multi-year contracts.
The deal with Veritas Tankers will
include installation of Sea IT’s BlueCORE
Generation 4 platform, as well as
BlueCONNECT, a virtualised software
which acts as mail server and communications management system.
Veritas Tankers will deploy the package
on its three vessels – Astina, Astral and
Astoria – and will receive IT support from
Sea IT for a three-year period though its
Fixed BlueCORE ICT agreement.
“This agreement gives us excellent operational ICT performance and minimises the
need for expensive and fragile hardware,”
said Ove Johnsson, CEO at Veritas Tankers.
“We can enjoy greater operational control and focus on what we do best while
relying on Sea IT experts for support if
ever needed.”
BlueCORE combines onboard software,
hardware and communication systems
within an integrated package developed
by Sea IT for marine environments. The
Windows-based system is fully redundant
and set up to perform automatic backups
on a daily basis, allowing all data stored

Donsötank’s vessels, Solero and Excello
onboard to be accessible through a direct
VPN connection from the office.
“Veritas Tankers has fully embraced the
ICT concept and understands its business
benefits, therefore we look forward to the
upcoming years and to hear more about
increased efficiency and cost savings,” said
Kristian Ryberg, CEO at Sea IT.
“With BlueCONNECT they will always
know exactly which communication systems are available and which ones currently are in use.”
Sea IT has also signed a three-year ICT
service contract with Donsötank, covering

outsourcing of information technology and
communication services onboard all the
company’s vessels with Sea IT’s BlueCORE
system previously installed.
Donsötank is a Swedish shipping company which owns and operates seven
product and oil/chemical tankers ranging
from 18,000 to 25,000 DWT.
“To achieve our business goals we
build vessels with the highest standard in
the world regarding onboard environment and communication equipment,”
said Ingvar Lorentsson, managing director at Donsötank.
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“Therefore we are very pleased to
establish a long term agreement with Sea
IT. Their competence in the area is second
to none.”
“Operating BlueCORE on our vessels is
consistent with our quality management. It
guarantees that we conduct services at sea
with the highest quality, safety and environmental standards. With an already
strong and robust ICT platform we look
forward to utilise all its benefits and
expand it with BlueCONNECT for maximum efficiency.”
In addition, Ektank has also signed a
two-year fixed service and support contract to manage the ICT systems on its five
ships. The agreement covers support for a
previous installation of the Sea IT
BlueCORE technology platform.
Ektank currently operates five tankers
ranging from 13,700 to 17,500 DWT, which
mainly trade in northern Europe carrying
refined oil products.
“Over the years we have carefully
expanded and modernised our fleet,” said
Fredrik Von Elern, quality controller at
Ektank.
“Operating BlueCORE on our vessels
along with a supporting fixed BlueCORE
ICT service agreement is consistent with
our quality management. It guarantees
that we conduct services ashore and at sea
with highest quality, safety and environmental standards.”
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Inmarsat-C celebrates 25 years
For a quarter of a century, the Inmarsat-C satellite communications system has provided a vital link
between ships in distress at sea and emergency services on shore. As developments and additions enhance
the system further in 2016, this communications workhorse is set to be with us for many more years to come
he Inmarsat-C global satellite communications system is celebrating
its 25th year in operation in 2016,
two and a half decades during which the
service has provided a free of charge link
with shore for ships in distress and played
a major role in protecting the safety of life
at sea.
Inmarsat-C services began in 1991,
twelve years after the 'In Mar Sat' not-forprofit organisation was established in 1979
by the International Maritime Satellite
Organization with a mandate to provide
“the space segment necessary for improving distress and safety of life at sea, communications, efficiency and management
of ships.”
Inmarsat-A, the company’s original
analogue service providing voice, fax, telex
and data services, was introduced three
years later, and six years before the IMO
amended the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS)
Convention in 1988, requiring relevant
ships to fit GMDSS equipment.
Inmarsat-C offered a two-way store and
forward system capable of transmitting
messages in data packets ship-to-shore,
shore-to-ship and ship-to-ship, enabling
crucial GMDSS functions to be performed
– such as distress alerting, priority messages and Maritime Safety Information
broadcasts.
SafetyNET, launched in 1994, enhanced
GMDSS further by providing a global
automatic direct printing service via
Inmarsat-C for the announcement of navigational and meteorological warnings,
meteorological forecasts, Search and
Rescue (SAR) information and other
urgent safety-related messages.
The equipment used to provide these
services comprises a small omnidirectional
antenna, transceiver (transmitter and
receiver), messaging unit and, if GMDSScompliant or with a distress function, a
Dedicated Distress Button (DDB) to activate a Distress Alert.
A Mini-C variant is also available, with
some incorporating the antenna and transceiver in the same above deck unit and,
depending on the model, supporting the
same communication services as Inmarsat-C.
All modern Inmarsat-C and Mini-C terminals have an integrated Global
Navigational Satellite Services (GNSS)
receiver for an automatic position update
on the terminal, which is used for distress
alerting (ship’s position, course and
speed), ship’s position data reporting
applications and selective reception of
EGC SafetyNET messages.
Distress alerts and distress priority messages transmitted via the Inmarsat-C system are routed through a Land Earth
Station (LES) to a Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre (MRCC), using priority
channels over a network that is required to
maintain 99.9 per cent availability.
This Distress alerting function is a

T

mandatory service on SOLAS-compliant
maritime Inmarsat-C terminals and on
some non-SOLAS models too, to call for
assistance when a ship or crew is in grave
and imminent danger.
When there is no time to manually
input information into the terminal, crew
can simply press and hold down the ‘red
button’ for approximately five seconds to
transmit the alert. When this is pressed, a
short preformatted message including the
vessel’s details and location is transmitted,
with priority, from the terminal to an
addressed land Earth station that automatically routes it to an associated MRCC.
The distress alert contains information

than 100,000 Inmarsat-C terminals in daily
operation.
“Over its lifetime, GMDSS has made the
biggest single contribution to maritime
safety since the advent of radio in 1899. We
are immensely proud of Inmarsat-C’s
unparalleled contribution to GMDSS in the
last 25 years. Thousands of lives have been
saved and countless ships rescued as a
result,” said Ronald Spithout, Inmarsat
Maritime president.
“Safety at sea forms the foundation of
our organisation; it’s in our DNA. We have
been working tirelessly to provide critical
always-on, reliable communications infrastructure that seafarers, vessels and nations

Simple, robust equipment (such as from Furuno, pictured) has helped Inmarsat-C
to stay relevant for 25 years

on the terminal’s ID, addressed LES,
date/time of alert, ship’s position, course,
speed, time of last position update, nature
of distress, flag and speed update. When a
distress alert is received by an MRCC, it
will establish communication with the ship
to organise search and rescue (SAR) services that may be required.
The reliability and speed at which this
vital information can get to emergency
responders is critical, and may mean the
difference between life and death at sea.
The continued prevalence of Inmarsat-C
equipment across the merchant fleet today
is a legacy of the decision to make GMDSS
technology a mandatory fit, and despite
reaching the 25th anniversary since its
launch the Inmarsat-C satellite communications system continues to be relied upon
today, with more than 600 distress alerts
from vessels in need being transmitted via
the system during 2015.
In 2016, SafetyNET II will also be
launched, with the aim of offering an interactive web-based interface to issue and
schedule Maritime Safety Information
messages
for
delivery
to
both
FleetBroadband and Inmarsat-C terminals
simultaneously – keeping this 25-year old
technology at the forefront of safety technology at sea.
At present it is the most widely used
ship safety system in the world, with more

depend on to help save lives at sea.”
“In 2020 we expect to launch our latest
generation satellite constellation –
Inmarsat-6; continuing our 35-plus year
commitment to L-band and safety services.”

New services
While Inmarsat-C has been a mainstay of
Inmarsat’s GMDSS commitment for a
quarter century, it has not been the only
satellite system approved for use with the
safety network over that time. Inmarsat
Fleet, still currently operational, is also
GMDSS compliant, while the company has
been working for many years to have
FleetBroadband added to this list.
However, despite any potential changes
in the GMDSS portfolio in the future,
Inmarsat-C will continue to be a part of the
line-up, the company says.
“Inmarsat-C was developed in line with
the future GMDSS requirements in mind
and was released prior to the implementation of GMDSS. Over the 25 years Inmarsat
C has developed in line with technology
and regulation. We have used the same
technology advances in the development
of our other products,” explained Peter
Broadhurst, head of maritime safety services at Inmarsat Maritime.
“Fleet 77 was developed fully in line
with the GMDSS requirements and we will
end of life this product in December 2020.
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Inmarsat is committed to enhance its safety services and FleetBroadband is on our
roadmap for GMDSS. FleetBroadband will
be our next generation of GMDSS products
which currently supports 505 Emergency
service and non-SOLAS Voice Distress.”
“Inmarsat has made the initial submission to the IMO announcing our plans to
develop the FleetBroadband product for
GMDSS status. The process will be aligned
with the acceptance criteria of the IMO and
will take a number of years. This is necessary, and we are supportive of the process,
as this will be a product that the Safety of
Life at Sea of seafarers will be dependent
upon. The developments in our
FleetBroadband product will have no
effect on our Inmarsat-C product and service. Inmarsat-C will continue and will be
aligned with the modernisation of GMDSS
undertaken by the IMO.”
Of course, while Inmarsat is currently
the only safety services provider in the
world approved to deliver GMDSS under
International Convention for the Safety of
Life At Sea requirements, this may not
remain the case for long as the US delegation to the IMO has been pushing for satellite operator Iridium to be added to that
exclusive list.
Consideration of Iridium’s application
is already well underway, with a battery of
tests that will need to be completed and
passed before approval could be granted –
and Inmarsat says that it will support such
a move if the results can match the performance standards currently required of
Inmarsat-C.
“Inmarsat welcomes the inclusion of
other GMDSS providers, a service it delivers free of charge to the maritime community, as long as any applicant meets the
same rigorous IMO standards for technical
performance and safety provision,” said
Mr Broadhurst.
“Inmarsat has been audited by the IMO
or IMSO over the life of GMDSS against the
resolutions of the IMO. These are well documented such as resolution A1001(25).”
“We would expect any new satellite
provider now or in the future to meet and
maintain the same exceptionally high standards of compliance and performance
which includes both 99.9 per cent network
availability and built in redundancy for
both satellites and their supporting ground
infrastructure before being accepted and or
recognised.”
As new services are introduced or discontinued for GMDSS over the next few
years, it will once again reinforce the
remarkable resilience of Inmarsat-C to
remain relevant in its own specific way for
so long within the rapidly changing world
of satellite communications. After 25 years
and countless lives saved, this is indeed a
shining example of how technology can
really make a difference to the people who
DS
make their living working at sea.
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Modern piracy – an IP address and an AK-47
Digital piracy may more commonly bring to mind dodgy downloads or suspiciously obtained copies of the latest Kanye West
album. However, the cyber investigations division at US telecoms company Verizon has released details in its latest report
highlighting how modern seagoing pirates are using IT vulnerabilities to make their illicit operations more efficient
he RISK (Research, Investigations,
Solutions and Knowledge) team at
US telecoms company Verizon performs cyber investigations for companies
across the globe, helping them to assess
threats and deal with issues that have
already arisen from malicious attacks on
information technology networks.
The number and scope of cybercrime
incidents continues to grow, and in 2015
included investigation of more than 500
cybersecurity incidents by Verizon, spanning 40 countries. Reports on some of the
most notable cases of last year and the previous decade have now been highlighted in
the company’s recently released Data breach
digest, which recounts some of the different
ways that company systems have been
exploited in the cases it has worked on.
The range of threat areas is extensive and
worrying –from the weakness of ‘the human
element’, through conduit devices, configuration exploitation and malicious software.
Of specific interest to the maritime
industry however is one particular case the
RISK Team worked on with an unnamed
global shipping conglomerate which was
having problems with piracy – the floating
kind, with boats and guns.
The link to a possible cyber-attack was
discovered when the shipping company’s
ongoing experience of pirate attacks began
to change over the course of a few months,
with a shift in tactics that the vessel operator found particularly worrying.
As the report states: “Rather than
spending days holding boats and their
crew hostage while they rummaged
through the cargo, these pirates began to
attack shipping vessels in an extremely targeted and timely fashion. Specifically, they
would board a shipping vessel, force the
crew into one area and within a short
amount of time they would depart.”
“When crews eventually left their safe
rooms hours later, it was to find that the
pirates had headed straight for certain
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cargo containers. It became apparent to the
shipping company that the pirates had
specific knowledge of the contents of each
of the shipping crates being moved.”
“They’d board a vessel, locate by bar
code specific sought-after crates containing
valuables, steal the contents of that crate—
and that crate only—and then depart the
vessel without further incident. Fast, clean
and easy.”
It’s no surprise that pirate attacks on a
ship would focus on valuable cargo for an
easy haul before making their escape –
however, the ease with which the group
were able to identify what they were looking for raised suspicions as to the amount
of foreknowledge they were armed with
before the attack began.

Investigation
Based on the information provided by the
vessel operator, the Verizon RISK Team
began its investigation by trying to determine where the data on the value of container contents resided within the organisation, to try and identify how the pirates were
so precise in their movement on board.
“What we learned was that the company used a homegrown CMS to manage
shipping inventories and specifically the
various bills of lading associated with each
of their shipping vessels,” the report says.
“We then honed in on the network traffic surrounding the CMS managing shipping routes. We discovered that a malicious web shell had been uploaded onto
the server.”
At this stage it was becoming clear that
the piracy operation which the shipping
company had fallen victim to was somewhat more sophisticated than just a gang
with a few skiffs and AK-47s.
“The threat actors used an insecure
upload script to upload the web shell and
then directly call it as this directory was
web accessible and had execute permissions set on it—no Local File Inclusion

In the case highlighted in the report the attackers knew exactly
which container held what they were looking for

Machine guns are not the only weapons being used by pirates
(LFI) or Remote File Inclusion (RFI)
required,” the report explains.
“Essentially, this allowed the threat
actors to interact with the webserver and
perform actions such as uploading and
downloading data, as well as running various commands. It allowed the threat actors
to pull down bills of lading for future shipments and identify sought-after crates and
the vessels scheduled to carry them.”

Follow the trail
Despite the fact that there was a certain
level of technical know-how apparent in the
structuring of the cyber-attack, as the investigation unfolded the RISK Team began to
pick up on several mistakes made by these
threat actors in gaining access to the shipping company's data, which they were able
to seize on to shut down the intrusion.
“One of the first mistakes made by the
threat actors was failing to enable SSL on
the web shell. As such, all the commands
were sent over the internet in plain text.
This allowed us to write code to extract
these commands from the full packet capture (FPC) data,” the report says.
“We were ultimately able to recover
every command the threat actors issued,
which painted a very clear picture. These
threat actors, while given points for creativity, were clearly not highly skilled. For
instance, we found numerous mistyped
commands and observed that the threat
actors constantly struggled to interact with
the compromised servers.”
Luckily for the shipping company
involved, while the attackers had managed
to gain access to the CMS system, their
hacking skills were not advanced enough
to use that initial success as a platform to
gain deeper control of the network.
“Our review of the FPC data revealed
the threat actors tried, albeit in vain, to
establish a reverse shell to directly interact
with one of the compromised hosts. Try as
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they might, the threat actors were unable
to move laterally. This attempt was
blocked by a network security appliance,”
the report notes.
“The threat actors then attempted to pivot
to other systems within the network. They
spent considerable time attempting to do so
and, although armed with freshly dumped
passwords, were unable to succeed.”
“The threat actors also showed a lack of
concern for their own operational security
by failing to use a proxy and connecting
directly from their home system.”
Following the trail of information left
behind by the pirate group in mounting
this attack, the Verizon RISK Team was
able to provide the shipping company with
a clear timeline of actions that had taken
place, detailing the web hosts that had
been infected and the data that had been
put at risk.
The compromised servers were subsequently shut down, a relatively straightforward process as they thankfully weren't
immediately critical to business operations.
“After blocking the threat actors’ IP
address, the victim reset all the compromised passwords and rebuilt the affected
servers with current versions of its CMS,”
the report says.
“Moving forward, the victim worked to
adjust its security posture by starting regular
vulnerability scans of its web applications
and implementing a more formal patch management process. This would help mitigate
the possibility of known vulnerabilities contributing to another incident.”
“While these actions wouldn't prevent
all attacks, they were certainly a step in the
DS
right direction.”
To download the full Data breach digest
by Verizon, which features this case as
well as a range of other cyber incidents
across various industries, visit
http://goo.gl/MZ9JEu
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Anglo Eastern and MarinePALS
launch learning platform
(HTW 3) sub-committee meeting at IMO in
February 2016.
PALS provides learning content for each
Anglo Eastern Ship Management has
teamed up with Delhi-based software of the tasks mentioned in GlobalMET and
company MarinePALS to develop PALS the ISF deck cadet record book via the
(Proficiency and Learning System), a web- online system, though an off-line version is
based e-Learning portal that was formally also available for use on a tablet. The tablet
launched in London during the Human device synchronises the progress of the
Element, Training and Watchkeeping cadet whenever internet access is available.
The single consolidated platform can also be used for sharing
of information and progress
between cadets and other internal or external stakeholders, with
the company training officer able
to receive and provide feedback
to the cadet within the software.
Multi-media content like
videos, animations, diagrams
and sketches are used as part of
the training programme, and
users can log-in and out as they
wish
to study at their own pace.
The MarinePALS system on a tablet

Wightlink completes Maximo roll-out
www.srosolutions.net

www.angloeastern.com

Live Risk Map launched
www.riskmap.com
Security and risk mapping system
RiskMap has added a new live interactive
map for viewing and categorising security
threats to ships across the world.
RiskMap automatically analyses news
articles each day, assessing the threat
posed, classifying the risk and identifying
the location. Articles of interest are summarised by selecting the most important
information that is relevant to the event.
The risks identified represent issues
surrounding security, health and migration, and can include anything from earthquakes to conflict updates.
“This is a real game changer, not only
for ship owners and managers, but anyone
who deals with the movement of equipment or humans,” said James Morgan, IT
developer at RiskMap Intelligence.
“It provides them with one source for
getting an instant picture of what’s going
on in a particular place. It’s a platform that
gives you the intelligence you need to
build risk assessments – and that is definitely a game changer.”
Users visiting the website will be greeted with a world map with clickable dots
displayed on each country representing

the risks or threats in each. Information on
the ports and services that are available at
those locations is also included.
Countries are allocated a colour on
the map that represents how high or low
risk it is, with the highest risk counties
being displayed in red. Each country
has a profile that provides details of its
population and a general overview of
potential risks in the three main areas of
security, health and migration in that
particular country.
RiskMap Intelligence, part of The
Marshals Group (TMG), has been under
development for the last two years.
“A lot of our clients were demanding
risk assessments linked to piracy on both
the East and West coasts of Africa,” said
Mr Morgan.
“We started collecting information and
developed an internal system where we
stored everything. But we soon realised its
potential, so we decided to set it up as its
own brand, under its own company and
launch it to the public.”
The website will continue to be developed with additional functions, the company says, including a section for piracy
threats and information on marine safety,
hospitals, airports and embassies.

UK domestic ferry operator Wightlink has
completed a 12-month project to implement IBM’s Maximo asset management
system, using SRO’s SDR technology to
provide data replication between its vessels and shore.
Maximo has now been successfully
deployed at the head office and on board
eight vessels, managing all current
planned maintenance activities.

LR and UK P&I Club launch
Life-Saving Appliances app
www.lr.org
Lloyd's Register (LR) and the UK P&I
Club have released a Life-Saving
Appliances pocket checklist app to help
ensure that ship personnel are trained in
how to inspect, maintain and operate lifesaving equipment.
The app also includes a list of common
deficiencies to help ensure compliance
with regulatory requirements and help
reduce the risk of port state control
detentions.
The app is one of a series of six pocket
checklist apps, consisting of: ILO MLC,
ISM & ISPS, Marine Fire Safety, Marine
Pollution
Prevention
Port
State
Inspections, and now Life-Saving
Appliances. All are available on iPhone,
iPad and Android devices.
The apps include functionality that
enable ships’ crews and their managers
to view necessary legislative and regulatory requirements, save checklists, check
off
completed
activities,
add
notes/images and send completed checklists via e-mail.
“Today’s seafarers have demonstrated
the need for portable, interactive and
paperless solutions to on board safety
related issues. The success of this series
of apps helps to reinforce LR as one
of the highest performing Recognised
Organisations in the Paris and Tokyo
MOU regions,” said Robert Brindle, LR’s

principal specialist on Port State Control.
“LR’s aspiration is to continue to provide software solutions such as the apps,
helping to ensure compliance with the
latest regulations.”

The new app from LR and UK P&I

Drewry launches e-Sourcing system
www.drewry.co.uk

The Risk Map has live information on security threats

Other elements of Maximo’s standard
functionality, such as inventory, HSE and
supply chain, may be added in the future,
the company says.
“Implementing Maximo means we
have an electronic planned maintenance
system which helps us ensure that our
ships’ assets are effectively maintained.
We are pleased to have worked with the
SRO team over the last 12 months to bring
the system on-line,” said Elwyn Dop, operations director, Wightlink.

Shipping consultancy Drewry has
announced the launch of its new eSourcing Ocean Freight Solution (eSOFS),
which aims to assist in ocean freight sourcing activities.
The system combines Drewry’s freight
rate benchmarking intelligence and industry expertise with technology-based analysis, to support procurement decisions and
carrier and route selection.
“Our eSOFS solution is an exciting
development that meets the current
and future needs of procurement and
logistics executives who are under presDigital Ship April/May 2016 page 16

sure to deliver more with less,” said
Philip Damas, director of Drewry Supply
Chain Advisors, the logistics practice
of Drewry.
“Increasingly, internal procurement
teams are seeking new tools, technology
and processes to better manage and measure historical versus new versus benchmark rates, and take advantage of new
opportunities in the marketplace that
best meet their organisation’s needs and
objectives.”
The company began work on the first
eSOFS implementation in January 2016, at
a US multinational, advising and managing its 2016 ocean freight tender.
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It’s a digital world, even at sea.
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IP-MobileCast –
Delivers operations
and entertainment
content directly
to your vessel
with no impact on
your data plan or
IP-MobileCast™™
onboard speeds.

mini-VSAT Broadband –
The No. 1 maritime VSAT
network* delivers highspeed global coverage,
with crystal-clear voice
and the highest speeds
at affordable prices.
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TracPhone®® Systems

TracPhone VIP-series –
Award-winning
SATCOM systems
with built-in
network management.
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KVH OneCare™– A new comprehensive customer
support program that minimizes your total cost
of ownership while maximizing uptime.

Introducing mini-VSAT Broadband 2.0
A new approach delivering the most complete maritime communications solution available,
and giving you the power to provide the bandwidth your operations demand, keep your crew happy,
and manage your budget, all at the same time… and all from a single global partner.
Get the details on the new mini-VSAT Broadband rate plans, tools, and services at:

kvh.com/one_ds

Get the Series
kvh.com/decipher3

DECIPHERING
B R O A D B A N D AT S E A

Helping you make
informed maritime
SATCOM decisions.

*KVH is the world’s No. 1 maritime VSAT supplier as measured by vessels equipped with mini-VSAT Broadband service, according to Comsys, March 2015; Euroconsult, March 2015; and NSR, May 2012.
©2016 KVH Industries, Inc.
mini-VSAT Broadband is a service mark of KVH Industries, Inc. KVH, TracPhone, IP-MobileCast, MOVIElink, TVlink, MUSIClink, NEWSlink, SPORTSlink, TRAININGlink, FORECASTlink,
CHARTlink, KVH OneCare, and the unique light-colored dome with dark contrasting baseplate are trademarks of KVH Industries, Inc.
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VPS and DNV GL launch fuel analytics system
www.dnvgl.com
Veritas Petroleum Services (VPS) and DNV
GL have announced the launch of a new
Fuel Analytics application, used for systematic assessment of the impact of fuel
quality on vessel performance.
The online benchmarking tool will form
part of DNV GL’s ECO Insight fleet performance management portal, and aims to
highlight the impact bunkered fuel quality
has on performance, where to find good
quality bunker locations and suppliers,
and how the user’s bunker quality compares to a world fleet average of similar
vessels in the same time period.
“We have been the largest fuel testing
services provider since our inception in
1981, and as a result we have the world’s
largest fuel sampling database – over two

million tested samples,” said Gerard
Rohaan, CEO of VPS.
“By extracting valuable information
from this extensive database with state-ofthe-art analytical tools, we help our customers get the best value from their
bunker purchases through fast, accurate
performance monitoring and decision
making.”
Fuel quality is calculated in terms of
four major benchmarks: technical quality
(meeting the specifications of ISO standard
8217), financial quality (energy, water content), statutory compliance, as well as
reporting quality (deviation from the
bunker delivery note).
“By integrating Fuel Analytics within
our ECO Insight solution, shipping companies can now get even more analytical
depth from the most comprehensive fleet

Dr. Torsten Büssow, DNV GL's head of fleet performance management (left),
and Gerard Rohaan, CEO of VPS (right)
performance portal on the market,” said
Dr Torsten Büssow, DNV GL’s head of
fleet performance management.
“For the first time, shipping companies

New Kongsberg Digital subsidiary launched to
focus on technology products

can now easily differentiate between the
efficiency loss due to fuel quality, voyage
performance, and hull, propeller, engine
and systems degradation.”

Seagull adds app for
crew training records
www.seagull.no

www.kongsberg.com
Kongsberg has established a new subsidiary called Kongsberg Digital, to focus
on advanced data, software and simulation products and hold group responsibility for developing new digital solutions
and related technology alliances.

The new company will be headed up by
Hege Skryseth as president, who will also
assume the position of chief digital officer
of Kongsberg, and will include about
450 employees from existing software and
simulation operations within Kongsberg
Oil & Gas Technologies and Kongsberg
Maritime.

Kongsberg Digital will be involved in technological development across the group

“We’re at the starting point of significant changes due to the digitalisation of
industrial processes. Technologies such as
Internet of Things, Big Data, automation
and robotics will lead to significant
changes for the industry as well as for
the public sector,” said Walter Qvam, CEO
of Kongsberg.
“Kongsberg is already a digital group
with world-leading products within sensor
technology, electronics, software development and big data processing. Through the
launch of Kongsberg Digital we take an
important step in the Group’s strategy for
developing the next generation of digitalised products and services.”
“About 70 per cent of Kongsberg is in
one way or another related to software. We
see significant opportunities for us in the
current technology shift, both in Norway
and internationally. Kongsberg Digital will
be a focal point for digital products and
solutions, and a key driver for the Group's
digital offering. This will ensure that our
customers also in the future will have access
to the best technology. In addition, the company will develop new solutions and gradually establish positions in new markets.”

ABS and LR in CSR software joint venture
www.eagle.org
www.lr.org
A joint venture company has been formed
by ABS and Lloyds Register (LR) to launch
their latest software tools for the IACS
Common Structural Rules (CSR), which
entered into force on 1 July 2015.
Common Structural Rules Software
LLC will offer version 2.5 of the CSR
Prescriptive Analysis and the new CSR
Finite Element (FE) Analysis software,
based on input from both ABS and LR. The
application allows for assessment of whole
vessel structures, including new bulk carrier and oil tanker designs. Both class societies will use these new tools to evaluate
new designs to the CSR.
“This software constitutes a new indus-

try standard,” said ABS chairman, president and CEO Christopher Wiernicki.
“In our collaboration as two of the
world’s leading class societies, we continue to achieve our primary objective to
enable the advancement of the maritime
industry through reliable and dependable
software applications.”
The CSR Prescriptive Analysis software turns user input data into useful
output information, including a summary report with required and offered scantlings, with a graphic representation of
any deficiencies.
An intermediate report summarises
dominant criteria for each structure, and a
detailed report provides data for every
parameter value.
Nearly 500 licences have been issued for

the software prior to the production
release.
“I am pleased that the strategy laid out
more than a decade ago is achieving our
objectives,” said LR Marine director Tom
Boardley.
“Following the development of the CSR
in 2005, LR and ABS quickly realised that
only common software would support the
industry desire for common scantlings,
and our CSR Software tools had become
widely used.”
“With the introduction of the new
Common Structural Rules, we have developed a completely new generation of CSR
software that will enable shipbuilders and
shipowners to easily and consistently
address the requirements of the new
IACS Rules.”
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Seagull has created a mobile app for crew
training that will allow seafarers to track
their records and receive critical safety alerts
via their iPhones and Android devices.
The Seagull crew app is available free of
charge to all Seagull customers, with access
to selected records within the Seagull
Training Administrator Online database.
“Seagull is the first to respond to the
changing training needs of the seafarers of
today, who are entitled to expect the best
available tools to support their safety
and competency,” said Roger Ringstad,
Seagull Maritime managing director.
“This is a major step forward for an
industry whose ability to recruit and
retain skilled crews increasingly depends
on showing seafarers more commitment
to the technology that shore-based staff
take for granted.”
The app also delivers company notices
in electronic bulletin form, either to all
crew or to targeted ranks, including circulars, incident reports, regulatory updates,
technical information, and quality management guidance.
The app is now available via Google
Play and the App Store, under the name
Seagull Training. Seafarers can log in
using their own Seagull ID and password.
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It matters to us

We strive to supply
Safety Through Education because
well-educated navigators with in-depth knowledge about
the equipment onboard is an indispensable factor to ensure
safety at sea. We have arranged various training courses
that combine both theoretical and practical trainings on
navigation and communication equipment.
At the end of the day, it is our vested interest, for we would
like to contribute to the global maritime safety. It matters
to us all.

Visit us at

Stand no. C-42

FURUNO ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
www.furuno.com
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Wärtsilä expands Lifecycle solutions backed by data analysis
www.wartsila.com
Wärtsilä has introduced a new set of
marine agreement concepts with the
launch of ‘Lifecycle solutions’, a package
which aims to assist in managing the efficiency and performance of marine assets
by combining advisory services with vessel data and digital tools.
The Lifecycle range will be built around
three concepts – Optimised maintenance,
Optimised operations and Guaranteed asset
performance – and will incorporate the

‘Wärtsilä Genius services’ technological support functions launched in November 2015,
which offer real-time equipment monitoring.
The launch is an extension of the company’s existing agreements portfolio,
where the ‘Optimised maintenance’ concept replaces two previous agreement
packages, ‘Maintenance agreement’ and
‘Technical management agreement’. The
other two elements, ‘Optimised operations’ and ‘Guaranteed asset performance’
are new concepts for the Wärtsilä agreements offering.

Wärtsilä aims to increase its offerings in the remote asset management sector

Guaranteed asset performance services
will, as the name suggests, provide guaranteed operational reliability, with performance targets determined based on
measured data that Wärtsilä can guarantee
will be reached and maintained.
Measurable indicators could include,
for example, availability, reliability and
fuel consumption, with the agreed targets
decided through automated key performance measurements, optimised maintenance and remote advisory input.
“Guaranteed asset performance is an
innovative new solution,” said Tage
Klockars, general manager, marine service
agreements, Wärtsilä.
“With remote advisory, our customers
in marine and offshore can get real-time
support regardless of their location, and
the remote service is complemented with
on-board advisory. Condition monitoring
and audits, together with a performance
improvement plan, increase availability
and reliability.”
“We are confident to offer this kind of a
guarantee, because we know that Wärtsilä
can deliver on its promise.”
Optimised operations offers real-time
monitoring and advisory services to maximise efficiency, and provides a ship ener-

PT-Shipmanagement adds Cloud Fleet Manager
can be used in the office, on mobile devices as well as on board,
due to it being cloud-based.

www.hanseaticsoft.de
Newly‐established PT-Shipmanagement is to implement the
Cloud Fleet Manager (CFM) software system from Hanseaticsoft
as its central in‐house communication and data management
package.
After working for several years as fleet manager for shipping
companies like Blue Star and Rickmers, Patrick Toll, CEO of PTShipmanagement, decided to found his own company in
October 2015.
Mr Toll has ambitious plans for the start-up, aiming to manage a fleet of 20 to 30 ships by the end of this year.
This will be done with a staff of just 10 employees, one of the
drivers behind the company’s decision to implement a wide
ranging fleet management software package.
“This is possible by reducing the overall complexity using
innovative technology,” said Mr Toll.
The CFM has modules such as Cloud Crewing, Inspection
Report, Disturbance Report and World Map which will be used
to assist in the whole range of company operations. The system

UK based AST Marine Sciences has agreed
a contract to install its AST-Planned
Maintenance System software on board
the CWind fleet of vessels.
“CWind is pleased to confirm we are
working with AST in implementing a new
vessel planned maintenance system (PMS)
specifically tailored for the CWind fleet to
improve productivity and efficiency,” said
David Butt, technical support coordinator
at CWind.
“Initial pilots have been successful and
CWind will be implementing the ASTPlanned Maintenance System in a staged
programme to the rest of the fleet, initially
starting with our four new vessels current-

ClassNK updates
hull software
www.classnk.or.jp

The Hanseaticsoft system will be implemented
at the new shipping company

CWind to add Planned Maintenance Systems
www.ast-msl.com

gy efficiency management plan (SEEMP)
that follows the IMO guidelines.
On-board advisory services such as hull
performance, engine efficiency or condition monitoring, combined with vessel
audits and component condition evaluation, will be used to identify areas where
performance can be enhanced. Ongoing
evaluation and system efficiency upgrades
will then be applied to create a cycle of
continuous improvement.
Optimised maintenance involves planning and scheduling maintenance procedures to suit business operations, as well
as providing remote operational and technical advisory as required.
“The marine business environment is
moving from maintenance and servicing to
more comprehensive optimisation of the
customer’s business. Wärtsilä Genius services change online data into real-time onboard advisory and smart back office analytics that, in turn, can be refined into performance-improving advice about the
asset operation,” said Mr Klockars.
“What we can measure, we can optimise and guarantee. By setting clear performance targets and guaranteeing that
they are reached, we are making a unique
customer promise.”

ly in build.”
In addition to the planned maintenance
system, CWind says it has also implemented AST’s new Intelligent Remote Asset
Monitoring System (IRAMS) solution on
two vessels. Combined, the software systems will be able to automatically populate
engine management data directly into the
PMS, while providing near real time
updates on status to shore side offices.
“CWind’s relentless push to improve
their vessel operational efficiency through
embracing new technology has assisted
AST enormously in tailoring this new
iRAMS and integrated PMS solution,” said
Michael Montgomery, business development manager at AST Marine Sciences.
“CWind is now able to offer their clients

the benefits of increased efficiency gains
from automation, predictive and planned
vessel maintenance.”
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In response to the latest amendments to the
IACS Common Structural Rules for Bulk
Carriers and Oil Tankers (CSR BC & OT),
ClassNK reports that it has just released the
latest update to its PrimeShip-HULL(HCSR)
software, with the launch of version 3.0.0.
The new version includes the latest
updates to all relevant rules and is fully
compliant with the February 2016 corrections (Corrigenda 1) made to CSR BC & OT.
The software can also link with other
commercial CAD systems, in particular the
3D ship design system NAPA Steel by
ClassNK-owned NAPA. This makes it possible to exchange an entire ship model from
NAPA Steel to reduce modelling time.
The fine-mesh FE model creation function has been improved in the update and
a new entire ship batch analysis function
for the direct strength assessment software has been added. Whole ship FE models are automatically split into hold models, and then analysed and evaluated in
line with CSR BC & OT.
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Concept to Delivery

Unmistakeable appeal and coherent operation

www.jrc.am
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Norbulk Shipping goes paperless in the Cloud
www.norbulkshipping.com
Ship management company Norbulk
Shipping is moving towards operating
‘paperless ships’, as it migrates its IT systems to the Cloud.
The Glasgow-based ship manager is
working with Cloud Technology Solutions
on the project, a Google partner offering
cloud migrator services.
Norbulk began the project with a pilot
scheme in its Glasgow office. After running the pilot through various levels of the
company for two months and receiving
positive feedback, it rolled out across other
management offices in Riga, Saint John
New Brunswick, Manila and St Petersburg.
“We are continually developing our
management systems and implementing
cloud-based technology has assisted our
goal of adopting paperless systems,”

explained Peter Karlsen, director at
Norbulk.
“With improved communications and
transparency, we are able to access and
interpret greater amounts of information.
The benefits to the company through this
change in information flow are very real systems do run much more efficiently as a
result.”
“As far as the quality systems go and the
audits we carry out on the ships, they’re
pretty thorough - something that is important in today’s market because there is simply no margin for error. Standards have
been set so high now and there is a greater
emphasis on quality management systems,
the environment, and competent crew.”
The majority of the 80-plus ships managed by Norbulk are run electronically,
using the cloud-based technology for daily
communication. With the use of the cloud

migrator Norbulk says it was able to move
e-mail, calendars, contacts and appointments from its old mail server to the new
cloud-based system.
“I’m always impressed when people
come to the office and we are able to show
them on a big screen submissions from
ships, and all the documentation is there in
an integrated management system,” Mr
Karlsen added.
“There are still a lot of handwritten
forms that need to be filled in, but everything is logged into the system electronically. We have even moved over to paperless purchasing. Everyone is now trying to
reduce the amount of paper that’s
around.”
“You won’t stay competitive unless you
look ahead at advancements and digitisation and how that’s going to improve your
businesses going forward.”

Norbulk has seen ‘very real’ benefits from improved information flow at the company
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Tor Svensen, group executive vice president at DNV GL, has decided to retire
from his position
with effect from 1
August 2016. He
will continue to
work in the maritime
industry
and
will,
amongst
other
things, take up a
role as professor
at the University
of Strathclyde in
Tor Svensen
Glasgow, focusing on education
and research related to safety at sea.

Marorka has
appointed Juergen
Kudritzki as its new
CEO,
succeeding
Ole Skatka Jensen.
Mr Kudritzki was
previously technical
director at German
shipowner
E.R.
Schiffahrt and gen- Juergen Kudritzki
eral manager of
BestShip, a subsidiary of E.R. Schiffahrt
which focuses on vessel modification and
performance improvements. He has also
worked for Blue Star and Komrowski, as
well as MAN B&W.
www.dnvgl.com
www.marorka.com
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UK Met Office
launches weather
software
www.metoffice.gov.uk
The UK Met Office has launched
SafeVoyage, a new product that provides
weather information for offshore vessels
travelling in open water.
SafeVoyage offers a weather forecast
for the entirety of a ship’s route, anywhere
on the globe, presented in a graphical format that includes wind and sea conditions
along the route and tabulated data every
three hours for significant wave height,
swell details, wind and weather.
Forecast start times can be generated to
inform decisions concerning the best route
and departure time. Optional thresholds
can also be set and winds specified at 10m,
50m or 100m.
“In marginal situations it’s vital to
make decisions based on the best information possible - SafeVoyage provides reliable information to support decisions that
could impact safety and efficiency,” said
Patrick Sachon, head of oil and gas, and
renewables at the Met Office.
“The product represents great value
and is a compelling offering for the oil and
gas, offshore renewable and shipping
industries. What’s more, it’s a flexible
solution and can be tailored to fit individual requirements.”

Hapag-Lloyd to pilot Cloud-based info-sharing system
www.xvela.com
Hapag-Lloyd is to begin a pilot programme to carry out the first real-world
trials of the XVELA cloud-based vessel
stowage and collaboration platform.
Hapag-Lloyd is the first ocean carrier to
sign on to the pilot.
XVELA is a new company formed by
Navis, part of Cargotec, which has been set
up to manage the introduction of this cloud
based system, which is based on the Navis
PowerStow vessel stowage application.
The new XVELA platform is used to
allow carriers and terminals to work
together on the vessel stowage planning
and execution process, using cloud-based
collaboration and real time informationsharing to improve efficiency.
“The more transparency there is
throughout the transport chain, the more
efficiently everyone involved can make
plans for and employ their assets and
resources,” said Jörn Springer, head of
Hapag-Lloyd’s Fleet Support Centre.
“We anticipate that this new software
will give us important operative advantages. Cloud-based solutions such as
XVELA can provide us with real-time
data, making it possible for us to considerably improve the exchange of information
with terminals. So we’re excited about the
pilot test and the advantages it can open
up to us.”
XVELA’S wider global pilot pro-

Cloud systems will be used to allow collaboration on vessel stowage planning
gramme will look to bring in further participating ocean carriers and terminal
operators to provide feedback on the platform and weigh in on new functionality
and features as they are being developed.
“Hapag-Lloyd is one of the most innovative carriers in the industry, so it is no
surprise that they are the first to step up to
take part in our global pilot programme,
and we are pleased to have them on
board,” said Christopher Mazza, vice president and chief customer officer, XVELA.
“As an ocean carrier, Hapag-Lloyd
understands that collaboration with terminals is essential to improving their operational efficiency and effectively managing
their stowage planning and execution, and

we are looking forward to demonstrating
the value of the XVELA platform to that
end in this pilot programme.”
“By engaging directly with the end
users of XVELA, we gain valuable feedback that will allow us to create the best
solution possible, and the users gain a
voice in the ongoing development of a new
technology. This is not the traditional way
software has been developed in this industry, but at XVELA, we believe it’s a better
way. Having this two-way communication
with our customers is vital to developing a
solution that will not only be embraced by
both ocean carriers and terminal operators,
but will also catalyse a much-needed shift
in the way the two work together.”

All you need is...

NAVTOR, the total supplier of navigational products and services, the e-navigation specialist.
- Digital Charts and Publications, AVCS and the complete Admiralty branded ADP and eNP
- Paper Charts and Publications, global coverage of the renowned Admiralty paper products
- e-Navigation solutions and Weather Routing on the World First Digital Chart Table
Contact NAVTOR today, before we contact you!
Why not get on board at www.navtor.com
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Overtime tracking added to Adonis crew software
www.adonis.no
Adonis reports that it has added automated overtime tracking and management to
its Adonis Crew Portal, an electronic swipe
card system for control of MLC Work and
Rest hours.
Developed in cooperation with Danish
transport company DFDS Seaways, the
update to the software includes the ability
to calculate the exact number of applicable
work and overtime hours, with weekdays
and holidays, based on settings laid out in
crew agreements.
Once approved, those hours are then
sent to the Adonis Payroll Module for
automatic processing. Team leaders can
also review incoming electronic timesheets

from individual crewmembers and forward them for further processing through
a chain of approval.
“For many companies, overtime calculation and registration is a complex, timeconsuming and often manual process that
is prone to costly errors,” said Erick Meijer,
Adonis product director.
“DFDS Seaways gave us the impetus to
develop what many maritime organisations have been seeking – a simple electronic registration for all shipboard activities, combined with control for work, rest
hours and overtime.”
“The new module demonstrates our
ongoing commitment to providing maritime organisations all over the world
with centralised and streamlined support

www.dmca.ae

Erick Meijer, Adonis
for all their business critical payroll and
HR processes.”

INTERSCHALT adds standardised data monitoring system
www.interschalt.de
INTERSCHALT maritime systems has
introduced its new Maritime Data Engine
(MDE), a background application for on
board data collection built on industry
standard protocols.
The MDE includes the ability to normalise all data from one or more ships in a
fleet with different data structures, independent of the data source and deployed
platform, and is built using standardised
OPC-UA interfaces for third-party system
integration, as an ‘Industry 4.0 compatible’
network solution.
“The MDE fulfils the requirement necessary to tap into the data pool of ships as
a part of business intelligence,” said Robert
Gärtner, CEO of INTERSCHALT.
“By using the OPC-UA standard as part

of Industry 4.0, the MDE has the potential
to establish itself as a central interface for
on board system integration and is the
ideal supplement to our VDR systems.
Both products are in-house developments
of INTERSCHALT and are optimally
matched to one another.”
When installed on board, MDE generates a normalised current process image of
the ship, with all such images from across
the fleet displayed within the shore-based
installation of the software.
While each ship has a unique equipment configuration, the MDE aims to solve
the challenge of having to normalise the
data for general and system-independent
usage by creating a uniform and bundled
data cloud from all areas of the ship using
standardised protocols.
The OPC-UA standard also offers

multi-layered security and authorisation
capabilities, so that the data is normalised
with standardised interfaces and communications protocols from which the process
image can be read, while still protecting
against unauthorised access.
If there is a wide area network connection to the ships in the fleet, the installation of the MDE can generally be performed remotely via satellite communication to an onboard server, the company
says.
The system is already in practical use,
with AIDA Cruises and Costa Crociere the
first to deploy the software. The data from
their ships is now being relayed for realtime monitoring to the new Fleet
Operation Center of their joint Marine
Operations Unit, Carnival Maritime, in
Hamburg.

Online and on shore STCW training package developed
www.saatsea.com
Falck Safety Services and VIKING Saatsea
have signed a preferred partnership agreement to offer a blended online, on board
and on shore STCW refresher training
course, combining theoretical exercises
with practical training.
The new offering is designed to support companies looking to achieve full
compliance with the STCW Convention
and Code by January 1, 2017 in regards to
training, certification and competency
management.
“In the past, learning was squeezed into
a rather short period of time,” said
VIKING Saatsea’s CEO, Kim Baarsøe.
“Research tells us, however, that this is
anything but optimal for learning retention, which is why our new, joint training
package with Falck Safety Services covers
a five-year certification period that combines on shore practical exercises with on
board training in the participant’s real
environment.”
“This also means, for example, that the
theory component can be repeated as often
as needed without incurring further costs.”
VIKING Saatsea will use its digital
platform to offer an on board refresher

Dubai to create
Maritime
Intelligence Platform
Dubai Maritime City Authority (DMCA)
has launched its ‘Dubai Maritime
Intelligence Platform’, a project which aims
to develop digital systems that will collect
and display data for industry stakeholders,
to improve the efficiency and competitiveness of the emirate’s maritime sector.
The platform is an initiative of Dubai’s
Maritime Creativity Lab which will collect, analyse and present data relating to
the local maritime industry. This will
include information about the direct contribution of various components of the
maritime sector to Dubai’s GDP, total
value of trade through local ports, and the
details of offshore operations, such as
anchorage and bunkering operations.
The system will also incorporate recent
data on the number of marine lines agents,
shipping brokers, and businesses operating
within the maritime sector, as well as the
number of classification and survey companies, training and maritime education centres, and marine clubs and docks that are
available to leisure yachts in the emirate.
“(We are creating an) interactive environment, characterised by easy access via
sophisticated channels such as a web portal, smart devices, and tablets to accelerate
the pace of transforming Dubai into the
world’s smartest city within the next few
years,” said H.E. Sultan Bin Sulayem, chairman of Dubai Ports, Customs and Free
Zone Corporation and president of DMCA.
“The launch of Dubai Maritime
Intelligence reflects the continual successes led by the Maritime Creativity Lab,
making a positive impact in consolidating
the culture of innovation and evoking
innovative ideas. These will eventually
develop integrated strategies to achieve
the ambitious aspirations aimed at positioning Dubai among the world’s top leading maritime capitals by 2020.”
“We are confident that this initiative
will serve as a major push in employing
knowledge for the comprehensive development and an important addition to the
national efforts in embodying the goals of
the National Innovation Strategy to make
the UAE one of the world’s most innovative countries.”

Digital training packages can be used on board ship
theory training package as part of the
deal. Company-specific training requirements and equipment can be added to the
software.
Falck Safety Services will offer the landbased STCW refresher training, using its
onshore facilities in 19 countries and at

38 training centres.
Working together, the two companies
initially plan to offer seven courses, ranging from Sea Survival to Advanced Fire
Fighting. The new training package has
been approved by the Danish Maritime
Authority.
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H.E. Sultan Bin Sulayem,
chairman of Dubai Ports, Customs
and Free Zone Corporation
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Choosing and validating planned
maintenance software
Choosing a planned maintenance system (PMS) can be a difficult and involving process,
but there are a few steps you can follow that should help in narrowing down the field of providers
to one that will more likely suit your own specific needs, writes Matti Bargfried, CODie

T

his article explains briefly how to
test whether a maintenance software suits your maritime business.
There are several articles which explain
how to identify good PMS software, but little has been written about how to validate
the trial versions.
The fact that you are reading this article
indicates that you have decided to start
using planned maintenance software, that
you intend to buy a replacement, or you are
at least interested in the process. If you are
implementing a new system, you are undertaking an expansive and important task,
and for good or for bad it will influence
your colleagues' workload significantly.
So how do you start your search for a
PMS? A Google search for ‘planned maintenance software’ offers results on software for manufacturers, but there are none
for maritime companies. Entering ‘planned
maintenance software for ships’ or ‘maritime planned maintenance software’ can
offer better results.
Special industry directories may allow
for a much broader overview and many
maritime newspapers offer this too.
Companies of all sizes can participate in
these media because many directories have
no paywall. The newspaper we trust for
example is Digital Ship, but we recommend
using a number of sources.
Word of mouth is also very relevant in
learning about new systems, particularly
in maritime, so asking a trusted individual
about their experiences with specific
planned maintenance software is a good
plan of action. It will give you an overview
of the way the software works in a real
environment.
Research other colleagues' opinions about
various parameters – such as its level of stability in operation, ease of data management
and the quality of the support available.
Social Media also offers an opportunity
to learn more about the software company
behind the application, and its employees,
than simply visiting the company website.
Sources like LinkedIn, Twitter and
Facebook can offer different insights, for
example you can use LinkedIn to learn
more about employee qualifications and
experiences, or use Twitter to learn about
cooperation partners as they often ‘follow’
each other.

Vendor choice
Once a preliminary list has been created
you will need to reduce the number of vendors to those most suited to the project in
question. There are a few different considerations to take into account at this point.
Price is an obvious issue, and the initial
cost per ship and update fee costs can vary
considerably between different companies.
Some big companies might have an initial
charge of $20,000 to $25,000 per vessel

while many smaller ones could charge a
quarter of these rates.
Other vendors, specifically classification societies, may give their software
away free when you engage them as your
classification society. The cost of data
implementation services varies too.
The size of the vendor may also be a factor, and whether your company prefers
dealing with large, medium or small vendors is a question of your own policy. Big
companies and class societies could offer a
higher level of legal safety, but their service might be slower. Small companies may
go bankrupt more easily, but it is also easier to contact their CEO on the phone and
to have individual requests fulfilled.
Similarly, bigger companies will be able
to offer more in terms of a known brand,
worldwide offices and multi-lingual customer service, but a smaller company will
need your business more and will likely be
more receptive to customisation requests.
Perhaps one of the most important considerations will be the features of the software itself, so create a list with features
you truly need.
Functionality such as condition-based
maintenance data interfaces or tablet support may be important to your operations,
or may not be necessary if you won’t make
extensive use of them. The same applies to
Cloud services – are you sure you want or
need your company data in the Cloud?
These are fundamental questions when
making your choice.

Next steps
After reducing the list of vendors to some
of the more serious options, you can make
an appointment with them for an online
live presentation. The companies will pitch
their software, showing the positive features and benefits, and you can gain the
advantage of avoiding searching for functions, having to read the manual or possibly overlooking features by trying the system yourself.
Most importantly, from the presentation you will discover the ways in which
experienced people navigate through the
system. After all, it is not really important
if you need two or three weeks to understand the software, but the software's
workflow is very important, as this element is not going to change all that much.
Additionally, by having a live presentation of the planned maintenance software
you will be able to gain insights about the
vendor themselves, and ask questions that
would be difficult to formulate in an email. It is a good idea to have these questions prepared and to also watch the presentation together with colleagues from
other departments – they may formulate
different questions to yours.
Once these presentations have been

Defining the functions you really need in a PMS will help you to check
if the available systems will meet your needs
evaluated you can move on to software trials. At this point you should set up a small
test centre to test all the systems that are
still of interest.
Define a timetable and determine the
users who should be involved, e.g. supervisors, technical officers and nautical officers. Furthermore, consider performing
testing involving colleagues of differing
genders, skills and ages.
It is also very important to properly
define the test criteria. Ask people who use
PMS software daily to help define a testing
process (e.g. entering a maintenance check,
buying a spare part) and then create a table
that allows you to give points to each PMS
software for each task.
Weight the tasks and think about ways
of combining the test results with the more
general points you have already evaluated,
such as price, software performance, vendor competence, and available features.
The aim is to create a score that allows you
to defend your decision, should that
become necessary.
Most programs are divided into a vessel
client and an office version. The most
severe issues will occur onboard, so keep
that in mind and test the vessel version
carefully – it is much difficult for the crew
to solve IT problems than office staff.
Validating the vessel version will
involve tasks like creating, executing and
reviewing maintenance jobs, as well as creating, adding and managing parts and
equipment. You will need to determine
how items like overdue jobs or critical
equipment or unexpected maintenance is
handled and how this will work with your
own processes.
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It is also important to check how data
can be sent and received between the ship
and shore systems, and what kind of permissions can be created to manage access
to the software.
On the shore side, validating the office
version will include a review of how the
status of the fleet is displayed, and how
easy it is to determine the ships' condition
or whether there are overdue maintenance
jobs and non-conformities.
The test should also include creating a
new vessel and changing vessel details,
checking how data is received and implemented from the ships, and what performance statistics are provided (as well as
which of them you actually need).
For future ongoing operation it is additionally worth considering how updates
will be sent to the ships, and whether the
software can be connected to other third
party programs, like Microsoft Outlook,
tracking data applications or a purchasing
system.
These questions are a good start and
should be adapted to your company's
needs. Today, PMS programs are generic
software, but as we also know, all cars have
four wheels and still the driving experience
and comfort differ between them.
Find the system that suits your company's needs the best, and avoid both under
and over-configuration.
DS
About the Author
Matti Bargfried is head of
marketing at maritime IT
company CODie, a German
supplier of ship management
software
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Maintaining velocity in software implementation
In 2013, Maersk Line began a project which will ultimately see the company migrate 275 ships on to an entirely new
ship management software platform. At the Digital Ship Hamburg 2016 conference, Sebastiaan Van den Wijngaert,
senior IT project manager, described some of the work that has gone into managing the project

M

igrating from one software system to another is rarely a pleasant experience, turning established company processes on their head
and dealing with the grumbles of users
used to working in a certain way and perhaps not always convinced of the benefits
a new application may bring them.
The larger the project, the greater potential impact these issues will have on a successful implementation, and software
migration projects don’t come much bigger
than the one Maersk Line embarked on in
2013 that will eventually see 275 ships running on a single consolidated ship management platform early next year.
When it comes to managing an IT conversion project of this scale, meticulous
planning is a key element in achieving
your targeted ‘roll-out velocity’ – a deployment schedule that meets the company’s
requirements – as Sebastiaan Van den
Wijngaert, senior IT project manager,
Maersk Line IT, explained during a presentation at the recent Digital Ship Hamburg
2016 conference.
“We are a shipping company and for a
shipping company it is extremely important of course that we are compliant and
that we keep our licence to operate for
many years to come. Compliance was
one of the main reasons why we initiated
this project, to actually secure this,”
he explained.
“Apart from that we also have focused a
lot on IT simplification in Maersk Line at
the moment. If you look at the processes
within the shipmanagement sphere, today
we basically have nine main core legacy
applications of which two are very old
mainframe applications. Together they are
quite a bit older than myself! So they’re not
very fancy or user friendly as one could
hope for.”
“Overall, if you look at the total ship
management sphere there are twenty-odd
other applications that we use to basically
manage these processes in the ship management arena, and we at least have the
ambition to reduce that to one fully integrated application, which is the DNV GL
ShipManager.”
Mr Van den Wijngaert notes that the
decision to use the DNV GL package was
based on a desire to move away from customised systems and towards an off-theshelf application that would be built on
industry best practices.
“For us it was really important for it to
be based on industry best practices and not
just think ‘we are Maersk Line, we know
how to do things’, I think we have come
back from that now maybe, in comparison
with the past,” he said.
“As Maersk Line we also look at what
other companies have done, what do
industry best practices and processes look
like and how can we implement them as
well. That’s why we have chosen an off the

shelf solution and not developed
it ourselves.”
The new system includes five main
modules within the integrated application
– technical management, procurement,
HSQE, projects, and the ShipManager
Analyzer, which is what drives the
Business Intelligence component.
This integrated system will replace nine
separate core applications that Maersk
Line had been using to run its operations,
with the aim of improving efficiency by
moving from an older, segregated set-up
to a single system where data can flow
between different functional areas within
the software.
“Some of these systems are quite old
and it is not easy for a new cadet to operate

in May of 2014, with the first full scope
vessel going live one year later in May
2015. The intervening period saw Maersk
Line focusing on data migration, refactoring and reorganisation, and stabilisation
of the transferred data within the
new systems.
This year the company will expand to a
first pilot install on a Maersk Line Limited
ship in July, and expects to have the last
enhancement release of the software delivered before Christmas so that the IT build
project can be decommissioned before 2017
rolls around (though the last remaining
vessels will be installed early next year
before the business project is finally
decommissioned).
“It started in 2013 with a request to start

Maersk Line has maintained an impressive roll-out velocity since entering
the ‘Stabilization’ phase of the project
the applications that we have on board
today. They all of a sudden figure out what
the function keys on a keyboard are for,
today they are used to working with a
mouse and some of the old mainframe
applications don’t support that very well.
So it was time to do something else and
basically upgrade our technology,” said
Mr Van den Wijngaert.
“The nine core applications are not very
well integrated, and that’s also why we
went for an integrated solution, there’s
quite a lot of duplication of work. Last but
not least, and maybe worst of all, the ship
and the shore were not necessarily looking
at the same data or same application,
which brought a lot of issues, as you can
understand.”
“If you do want to move towards making decisions that are real time data driven
decisions, then you need to have all the
data available to you in one platform.
That’s something that we were really lacking in the current IT landscape, which we
also addressed with this implementation.”
The ShipManager project started in
January 2013, with the sourcing process
getting underway that summer and concluding relatively quickly, as contracts
were signed before the end of the same
year to get the real work of implementation underway.
A first pilot installation was completed

replacing the current applications and start
looking for a fully integrated solution. The
first year (after contracts were signed) was
mainly spent on implementing the application on a number of pilot vessels, to get
feedback from the fleet on how well the
application was actually working and
what comments they had,” said Mr Van
den Wijngaert.
“By the end of 2015 we’d actually
reached the 75-vessel mark, which was a
quite important milestone. The IT project
will hopefully be decommissioned by the
end of this year and the last set of vessels
will be implemented round about the end
of the first quarter of 2017.”
“We plan to implement the application
on 255 Maersk Line vessels, and 20 Maersk
Line Ltd owned vessels. These vessels sail
under eight different flags and they are
grouped into eight different vessel groups
with 44 vessel classes. Today we are live in
production with ShipManager on about
100 vessels.”

Roll-out velocity
The full Maersk Line user group when the
ShipManager implementation is complete
and the systems are fully integrated will
see 8,000 people connected to the ship
management application, 500 ashore in
nine global locations, and 7,500 on board of
the vessels. As it stands today, 2,500 users
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are using the ship management application, and it is live in four different office
locations.
With the first vessel having only gone
fully live one year ago, in May 2015,
‘velocity’ is certainly going to prove a key
aspect of Maersk Line’s project if it is to
successfully go from zero to 8,000 users
by early 2017.
“Velocity is not something you should
start thinking about when you are actually
implementing the solution already, it’s
basically from the very start of the project
that velocity has to be high on your agenda,” said Mr Van den Wijngaert.
“In the initiation of the project you have
to really look for vendors that are capable,
first of all, in implementing a similar size
and scope or number of vessels, so they
should have capabilities that will actually
allow you to roll out to 275 vessels. During
the negotiations you need to make sure
that the actual product that you buy is
capable of handling all the vessels and the
capacity that you are going to put on it.”
“At the start of the project you will also
have to look at having the scope in the
organisation around this implementation
to actually reach a certain velocity, that
will allow you to implement X number of
vessels by a specific date. Otherwise you
very quickly get into a project with no ending. That was a bit of a surprise to us, the
kind of organisation we had to put in place
to actually manage this project.”
Mr Van den Wijngaert points to three
distinct phases in the roll-out schedule that
Maersk Line has pinpointed, which require
different sets of processes and a more tailored approach.
“Initially you have an exploration phase
where you have to figure out how the
mechanism of implementing such a solution works, what are the tricky bits and if
there are any differences in how you actually do the migration from vessel class to
vessel class,” he explained.
“At least in the beginning, we were confronted with a number of these challenges,
which we quickly addressed in the stabilisation period where we really got to
understand the different mechanics of this
implementation.”
“We’re now in an ‘Industrialisation’
phase where we are further tweaking the
implementation but trying to keep it at an
even pace. There will be a slowdown at the
end, basically due to the fact that there are
a number of vessels that we have just
bought that don’t have the nine legacy
applications, so we’ll actually have to find
a different migration path. That’s why we
have a little bit of a stretched tail on our
rollout plan.”
Maintaining velocity in these circumstances requires dedicated support across
the company, not just from the implementation team but also from top management down to the frontline users who
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will be the people interacting with the
new application on a daily basis in their
future work.
“You need quite a team to implement
275 vessels in a period of three years, actually you’re basically rolling out the vessels
in a period of 24 months. Of course you
have to have your back office in order,
your buyers and the people who will do
the data preparation and data management, they have to be in place,” said
Mr Van den Wijngaert.
“We have a project organisation that
actually manages the implementation –
change management, stakeholder management, training – you name it. You also
need a support organisation in the business to be able to answer questions from
the users, who after twenty years will
have to get used to a new application and
will most likely bombard you with tons
of questions.”
“And of course you also need an IT support organisation, because you know that
hiccups will happen and you will face challenges on board of the vessels, they are
remote assets so it’s not like you can walk
up to them and fix it for them. That has to
be built into your considerations.”
Part of the Maersk Line process of dealing with the litany of user questions and
application tweaks that inevitably come
with a new software package has been to
establish a testing programme, with a
range of test users that interact with the
system and work on further enhancing the
program together with the vendors to better fit with work processes

NEW!

“We’re doing quite a lot of migrating of
data from the different vessel classes and
that needs to be tested before we put it on
board. Nothing goes unchecked,” said
Mr Van den Wijngaert.

Migration
Once the application is ready for deployment the tricky process of moving company data from legacy systems to the new
set-up begins. For Maersk Line this is
organised into three distinct data migration phases, centred around the creation of
what the company calls a ‘vessel kit’.
“A vessel kit is basically the database
that will be installed on board a vessel
together with the actual application itself.
First we extract the data from its current
sources, we transform the data into a format which can be loaded into the DNV GL
import tool, which then makes sure that it
becomes a part of the overall fleet database
and we can create vessel kits out of it,” Mr
Van den Wijngaert explained.
“This entire flow (of 'extract – transform – load') represents the number of
vessels per month that you can migrate or
implement on. It’s how fast you can work
in an implementation like this. So it’s very
important that you start figuring out the
timeframes that will be used in each of
these steps, and where will it be high on
resource consumption, to actually push
the right amount of vessels through
per month.”
“This also helps in finding automation
possibilities, in those areas where you burn
a lot of resources or a lot of time, start look-

ing at maybe building tools to automate
some of the work, to be able to implement
more vessels on a monthly basis.”
This process is not only an IT challenge
but also involves a significant amount of
logistics work, to coordinate installation,
data migration and set-up with the trading
schedule of the 275 vessels to be installed.
“Out of the office database we extract
the vessel kit, and ship that to a port where
one of our ‘super users’, as we call them,
receives the package and takes it on board
the designated vessel,” said Mr Van den
Wijngaert.
“They will install the application on the
vessel server and make sure that all the
desktops on which ShipManager has to
run are actually hooked up to the server.
They will make sure that we have an
uplink so we can transmit data between
vessel and shore. They will also do classroom training, we put a super user on
board before they start a long sea leg so
they have time with the crew on board for
them to get trained and acquainted with
the application.”
“Then they will do the last bits of configuration, and once they have done that
they will be able to tick it off and say that
vessel is done, and leave at the next port.
At that next port they will receive the next
vessel kit, which they will take on board
with them on the next vessel.”
As Maersk Line continues with its
implementation project and works
towards maintaining roll-out velocity
through to completion of deployment in
2017, Mr Van den Wijngaert looks back to

2013 and the very beginning of the process
as perhaps the key to driving success – getting it right before you start.
“I think one of the key things is that you
have a clear definition of scope from the
beginning. What is it exactly that you are
going to migrate, what is it that you’re not?
Are you going to migrate the historic data,
or keep that in the current source and
make it queryable in some way? There are
a number of considerations you have to
make of what you want to migrate and
what you want to leave out,” he said.
“Clearly define the migration scope and
the acceptance level – what you will accept
as a migration result. Do you need to have
100 per cent of all the data migrated or are
you good enough with maybe the 90 per
cent that will make you compliant? These
are the kinds of questions that you need to
have clear from the start.”
“Data sources that are twenty years old,
that will have a percentage of what we can
probably call ‘crap data’ – do we actually
migrate that data, or do we clean it up
while we are migrating? A lot of these factors will have an impact on the velocity
with which you can implement.”
DS

Introducing the next generation
of vessel tracking application

Editor’s ote – Sebastiaan Van den Wijngaert left his position as senior IT project
manager at Maersk Line IT shortly before
publication of this article. His presentation slides from the conference can be
viewed on the Digital Ship website at
http://thedigitalship.com/hamburg16
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Alphatron agrees
Venice river radar deal

Safebridge adds training course on latest Simrad ECDIS
www.safebridge.net
www.navico-commercial.com

modular E5024 ECDIS can be installed in
either a single or dual station configura-

tion and supports AIO, Radar, AIS and
ARPA overlays.

www.alphatronmarine.com
Alphatron Marine and its Italian distributor SIRM have signed an agreement with
the Azienda del Consorzio Trasporti
Veneziano (ACTV) for the delivery of 40
river radars for public transport lines in
Venice, Italy.
The JMA-610 model river radar was
required to undergo special modifications
to be suitable for the canals and low
bridges of Venice.
This included having the scanner unit,
positioned on top of the wheelhouse, stop
rotating precisely at a fixed position once
the captain puts the radar into standby
mode. This way the scanner unit can be
lowered at this specific position in the hole
cut for safe passage under the bridges.
SIRM in Italy will manage the installation process, with the 40 river radars to be
delivered over a period of two years, starting from April 2016.

Safebridge has announced the launch of its
new type specific ECDIS training course
for the Simrad E5024.
The Simrad E5024 ECDIS is the latest
type-approved navigation system from
Navico, with a new E5000 processor that
includes two independently operating
quad core CPUs, and dual monitor outputs
to drive two displays with independent
information.
One CPU runs ECDIS software, the
other Navico’s NSO evo2 multifunction
display program.
Two processors can be connected
through Ethernet to form what Navico
calls a PLECDIS (Paper-Less ECDIS), a
fully compliant paperless system. The

Simulator package installed at Indonesian Maritime Training Centre
www.kongsberg.com

40 river radars will be installed
over the life of the project

Online training on Simrad ECDIS has been added to the Safebridge range

Kongsberg Maritime reports that it has
completed the delivery and installation of
a set of new bridge simulators for
Indonesia’s Ministry of Transportation.
The new simulators at the Ministry of
Transportation’s
Maritime
Training
Centre, located at its headquarters in
Jakarta, will be used for the assessment of
Indonesian seafarers applying for seagoing
certification, for local and international
operations.
In addition to training of new cadets,
the Ministry of Transportation will also
use its new simulator suite for re-certification of local seafarers, due to the increasing
number of vessels being built for transporting goods around the archipelagic
state of Indonesia.
Following deployment of the system,
Kongsberg’s K-Sim Polaris simulator will
now form the basis for the Indonesian

‘Certificate of Competency’ assessment,
with testing to be carried out using the
included DNV GL A-compliant Full
Mission Bridge simulator and ten part task
simulators.
The deal with the Indonesian Ministry
of Transportation also includes future
migration to Kongsberg’s new generation
K-Sim Navigation bridge simulator technology platform, part of a five-year Long
Term Simulator Support Programme
(LTSSP). New simulator models and exercise areas will additionally be developed

as part of this programme.
“The contract reflects the growing
importance of having a realistic simulated
vessel navigation and communications
environment to support the quality of
assessment,” said Asraf Ibrahim, area sales
manager, Kongsberg Maritime.
“Ultimately, our simulators can reduce
operational costs for the training and
assessment organisation, and the shipowners, while improving maritime safety and
efficiency by supporting seafarers to work
with more knowledge and proficiency.”

HELMEPA adds simulator for member training
www.vstepsimulation.com
HELMEPA, the non-profit marine environment protection association situated in
Athens, Greece, has installed a simulator
and instructor station at its premises for
training of its fleet members.
The simulator was delivered by VSTEP,
and included a NAUTIS DNV Class A
FMB simulator with 240° horizontal field
of view. It will be used to train HELMEPA
member shipping companies’ personnel in
navigation and manoeuvring skills.

The simulator was donated by associate
corporate member DNV GL, in appreciation of the voluntary training HELMEPA
has been offering to its members for 33
years.
“We are proud to announce that a nonprofit organisation like HELMEPA has
joined the VSTEP simulator family,” said
Joost van Ree, VSTEP sales director.
“Our FMB simulator allows HELMEPA
members to train effectively ship and boat
handling skills in compliance with the latest IMO requirements and model courses.”

An FMB simulator was delivered to HELMEPA in Athens

The Indonesian Transport Ministry’s new simulator set-up

Brazilian company Radiomar reports
that it has recently been approved by the
Brazilian Maritime Authority to act as an
ASP (Application Service Provider) for
LRIT (Long-Range Identification and
Tracking) systems.
Leif Kristian Weum has been appointed
to the position of managing director of the
Kongsberg Maritime sales and service office in Athens, Greece, replacing Terje
Dyhre, who remains in Kongsberg
Maritime.
Egil Haugsdal has been appointed as
president of Kongsberg Maritime,
replacing Geir Håøy. Mr Haugsdal was
previously head of Kongsberg Oil & Gas
Technologies.
Kongsberg Maritime has also
established a new country office in the
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Republic of Panama. Situated in the
‘Canal Zone’ close to Panama City,
Kongsberg Maritime Panama will service
merchant fleet customers transiting the
Canal and the tug sector in the region, in
addition to providing support for land
reclamation dredging and new port and
terminal construction projects.
Furuno has announced the establishment of a new subsidiary in Hong Kong,
which commenced operation on the 1st of
February 2016. The new subsidiary,
Furuno China Company, or FCN, is a
wholly-owned subsidiary company incorporated in Hong Kong.
www.radiomar.com
www.kongsberg.com
www.furuno.com
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Danelec to upgrade customers’ ECDIS to new standards
www.danelec-marine.com
Danelec Marine has launched a programme
to provide free upgrades to its customers’
shipboard ECDIS systems to meet new
changes to equipment standards.
The Danish marine electronics company is currently replacing its first-generation DM800 ECDIS with new DM800
ECDIS G2 hardware and V2 software. The
G2 platform has been designed to enable
the ship’s crew to upgrade the software to
be fully compliant with the new IEC61174
Ed. 4, IHO 52 and IHO 64 standards.
Free update training for navigators
already holding a type-specific certificate
on previous versions of DM800 ECDIS will
be provided.
Introduced in 2015, the DM800 ECDIS
G2 incorporates a Linux-based platform,
new application software, ruggedized
low-power LED display monitors and
Danelec’s SoftWare Advanced Protection
(SWAP) technology.
“We’re offering these free hardware
and software upgrades to give our customers a painless transition to meet the
new performance standards,” said Hans
Ottosen, CEO of Danelec Marine.
“All new and existing ECDIS products
must be in compliance with the new IEC
and IHO standards (and there) is no provision for ‘grandfathering’ installed ECDIS
products already type-approved to the
old standard.”
“We have already completed more than

Furuno adds new solid state radar
speed of 3 knots or more, the echo will be
depicted in red on the screen.
Furuno says that the new radar acquires
Furuno has introduced a new solid-state
radar with pulse compression and and tracks targets in virtually every sweep,
Doppler frequency shift sensing technolo- or just a few seconds, showing the target’s
speed and course
gy, the DRS4D-NXT.
vector. The unit’s
The 60cm Radome is
ARPA
signal
designed for use with
processor can disboth Furuno’s NavNet
play and track up to
TZtouch and TZtouch2
100 targets in a sinmulti-function displays,
gle sweep.
and includes new feaA True Trail features such as a Target
The DRS4D-NXT
ture has also been
Analyzer, which is based
included, allowing
on the Doppler technology and will automatically change the colour the user to graphically see the direction in
of approaching targets to show any hazards. which a target is moving, independent of
Green echoes are stationary targets, their own vessel’s motion.
The Radar features a 3.9-degree horizonland, or approaching targets moving at a
velocity of less than 3 knots. Echoes tal beam width, supplemented by Furuno’s
dynamically turn red when targets are RezBoost beam sharpening technology
approaching at a speed of 3 knots or faster. which can synthetically sharpen the
This also applies if following another beamwidth to the equivalent of 2 degrees,
vessel – if the target is getting closer at a providing better target separation.
www.furuno.com

Danelec is offering upgrades to
IHO 52 and 64 requirements
100 ECDIS upgrades, many of them for
Greek shipowners. We are working with
our worldwide distribution and service
partners to make and commission the
installations.”
Danelec Marine is also developing a
range of crew training packages for the
DM800 ECDIS G2 platform to meet IMO
requirements for type-specific crew familiarisation. The training packages include
online, classroom and on-board options.

New marine PC introduced
www.eurotaskltd.com
Computer company MarineNav has
launched the Leviathan 19i, its latest PC
designed specifically for the maritime market.
The unit features dual, individually lockable and removable solid state drives which
deal with data logging and storage, plus
dual internal hard drives which handle the

NaviTab
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operating system and program duties.
Supplied as standard, the dual drives
provide built-in redundancy, while dual
gigabit network connections are also integrated into the equipment.
The PC fits industry standard 19-inch
racks, with anti-shock, anti-vibration
mounts, and has a MTBF (Mean Time
Before Failure) of more than 100,000 hours.
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